
















2. 

Sebastian pulls forward. The light turns green. Tires spin 
and the two take off, neck and neck. Sebastian consistently 
inches forward to take the lead. 

NELSON, a young white man veers into an exit and slows up. 

NELSON 
Fuck that. 

Sebastian watches him pull off in the rearview. 

SEBASTIAN 
There was no way he was winning. 

ALEX 
Yeah, he knew. 

Nelson pulls into an overlook as the last of the daylight is 
disappearing, and it starts to drizzle ... 

Scene and Music Video to be written and designed by Jake Nelson. 

After: NELSON (20, white) walks past a piano bar as Allen (22, 

Taiwanese) is unloading equipment onto the curb. 















BRANSON (CONT'D) I'm 

just saying. We're in the 

works of a website right now, 

"VibeVessel". 

The screen says "VibeVessel: Upload, Share, Profit." 

BRANSON (CONT'D) 

If it's done right, it will be a 

web service for hosting content 

that can receive profit either 

from donation or small 

admission. Until then it will be 

a feature website for artists 

that support this grass roots 

movement. 

The screen reads: "No labels, no studios. Let the 

music flow" , and then, "visit VibeVessel. com" . 

Note: The domain "VibeVessel.com" has been purchased and 

the site is currently in development. After moving from 

Los Angeles, my co-producer lost interest in the project. 

I continue to pursue the Vibe Vessel concept, and redevelop 

the brand on my own. 

The name Vibe Vessel and much of my concept art was used as 

inpiration (without my permission) by a music promoter in 

Austin, TX. Almost daily my page is tagged on Facebook, 

mistaken for their rather popular event service.  Check it 

out! 
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